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OPUS® Mark II national launch at Sandown
OPUS® Campers will stage the national launch
of its new OPUS® Mark II at the 2016
Melbourne Leisurefest next month.
The OPUS® Mark II, with its Tough Luxury
combination of heavy duty off-road suspension
and extra standard equipment, will be on show
6-9 October at Sandown Racecourse.
The new OPUS® Mark II is a major update of
the well-loved OPUS Camper, with coil spring
independent suspension, dual batteries,
standard sound system and many other
upgrades.
OPUS® Camper director Malcolm Hill said the
OPUS® Mark II was tougher, more luxurious
and more user-friendly than ever.
“The main upgrades in OPUS® Mark II are the
heavier duty underpinnings, an increased list
of standard equipment and detail
improvements suggested by OPUS® owners,”
he said.

OPUS® Camper’s new OPUS® Mark II will make its national
show debut at Melbourne Leisurefest, 6-9 October at Sandown
Racecourse.

“Thanks to feedback from OPUS® owners, we have given the Mark II real-world
improvements such as dual batteries, a bigger storage box and re-designed bed supports.
“But above all, OPUS® Mark II is still a genuine OPUS®, with all the comfort and style that
sets OPUS® apart from other campers.”

The OPUS® Mark II range includes a 4 Sleeper with the classic OPUS® dual-fold mechanism
and a compact, forward-fold 2 Sleeper.

Mr Hill said his Australian design team had taken the global lead in developing the Mark II,
and its down-under toughness would eventually be offered in other global markets.
“What all OPUS® models deliver – and always will – is a unique combination of style, space,
comfort and convenience in a package that is unlike any other camper,” he said.
“We already have orders for the first OPUS® Mark II units for delivery in October, and we will
be taking orders at Sandown for delivery early in 2017.”

More details at www.opuscamper.com.au or www.purpleline.com.au or (03) 9588 2959.
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